You will need:

- Construction paper (Use any color you want!)
- Marker and pencil
- Pipe cleaners or yarn
- Glue
- Scissors

Optional: Wiggly eyes

Directions:

1. Fold a sheet of construction paper in half lengthwise and cut out 2 circles that are attached, like a snowman to make the body.

2. Fold another piece of construction paper in half horizontally and trace your hand on it (with your fingers open or closed, your choice!) and cut it out to make 2 flippers. Using a scrap piece from the same paper cut out 2 small triangles and round off one corner of each triangle to make the ears. Cut out a small heart out of black construction paper to make the nose.

3. Glue eyes, ears, nose, and flippers on to the body.

4. Draw on mouth and whisker spots.
5. Glue on whiskers using either yarn or pipe cleaners.

Now do your best Sea Lion impression!

Sea Lion Activities:

- Research and write down the differences between Sea Lions and Seals
- Now that you know the difference between the two, try moving like a Sea Lion and a Seal!